Meet your compliance obligations with a consistent and accurate audit program.

The MWH EHS Compliance Assurance Program (CAP) will meet your EHS compliance audit needs consistently and accurately. It enables you to focus on your business without having to divert valuable resources and time to the audit process.

MWH has been providing environmental auditing services as a formal process since the early 1990s, and we have over 325 EHS professionals in key geographies to provide responsive service and expertise to all of your projects around the globe. The MWH CAP provides you with:

» Flexibility to quickly customize our tools to align with and optimize your current program
» Maximized consistency and accuracy, providing you an easier means of understanding and correcting findings
» An efficient auditing process made possible by software designed by our auditors to best meet your needs

MWH Brings Compliance Auditing Best Practices to You

The CAP includes a robust audit process along with staff training and access to patented MWH mTOOLS™ software. In the hands of our trained audit teams, these tools strengthen, standardize and streamline the audit process. The basic phases of the CAP include Pre-, On-Site, and Post-Audit Activities and Final Reporting with custom tools and modules developed to complement each phase.

MWH has coupled our mTOOLS™ platform with iPads to enable our auditors to identify any non-compliance issue as they walk your facility. We then simply touch the iPad screen to efficiently and consistently auto-populate the finding description, priority, regulatory citation, corrective action and other pertinent information you may require. If you have internal standards, supplier/customer audit requirements, or other EHS programs you want audited, we can modify our mTOOLS™ platform to accommodate those needs. You can then manage the findings to ensure proper closure.
Compliance Audit Program Dashboard

The “Compliance Audit Program Dashboard” includes an interactive map for 1-click data observation. The “Dashboard” can be readily customized to provide the view you want, not just a generic view automatically generated.

The Compliance Audit Summary provides key information to enable you to easily understand the finding and correct the non-compliance.

“MWH provided Pentair skilled professional staff to perform EHS Compliance Audits over an 8-week period, at 10 facilities in the U.S. They used regional and local seasoned auditors who were thoroughly familiar with our compliance audit process and regulations. MWH used their mTOOLS™ platform to capture the findings, auto-populate fields for regulatory citation, priority, corrective action, and the findings themselves. The audits were performed efficiently, accurately, and within budget. The auditors were knowledgeable and practical, and able to offer reasonable corrective actions to facility management. I was impressed with their experience and capabilities.”

Ardis Vaughan, Pentair EHS Director
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